
A DESCRIPTION AND SYMPTOMS OF THE RARE PSYCHIATRIC

DISORDER DISSOCIATIVE FUGUE

Dissociative fugue is a rare condition, with prevalence estimates as low as is no specific treatment for dissociative fugue
due to the rarity of the condition.

Recovery is usually sudden [ 6 ] and often complete [ 2 , 6 ], although the fugue state may end gradually in
some individuals [ 3 ]. People may feel as if things and people in the world around them are not real. In
support of this definition, the Merck Manual [8] further defines dissociative amnesia as: An inability to recall
important personal information, usually of a traumatic or stressful nature, that is too extensive to be explained
by normal forgetfulness. Posttraumatic stress disorder, dissociative fugue and a locator beacon. The type of
memories that they lose are sometimes referred to as autobiographical memories. That evening, he appeared
dazed and frightened, and the next morning, when he awoke, he no longer knew what his profession was nor
even where he lived. The person often has no symptoms or is only mildly confused during the fugue. Also, a
test for blood alcohol level and urine drug screening were not done because the hospital had no facilities for
the tests. The stressful event can cause a profound loss of personal memory for public events, and general
knowledge is often intact. Symptoms and signs of dissociative fugue include: Confusion, forgetfulness
Inexplicable absences, at work or at home Emotional detachment Loss of personal memories or identity A
confused sense of identity Difficulty recognizing friends and family Depression, anxiety Wandering away
from home or other normal locations Traveling far from home, possibly for long periods of time The sudden
adoption of a new identity, which may be completely different from the original identity Some people in a
fugue state will not be distressed at all. The DSM-IV [1] defines dissociative fugue as: sudden, unexpected
travel away from home or one's customary place of work, with inability to recall one's past confusion about
personal identity, or the assumption of a new identity significant distress or impairment The Merck Manual [8]
defines dissociative fugue as: One or more episodes of amnesia in which the inability to recall some or all of
one's past and either the loss of one's identity or the formation of a new identity occur with sudden,
unexpected, purposeful travel away from home. News coverage at the time focused on her refusal to speak to
detectives right after she was found [11] and that she was seen checking her email at Apple Stores while she
was missing. Symptoms A dissociative fugue may last only a few hours. As dissociative fugue is often
comorbid with psychiatric disorders, drug treatments may be necessary for the latter. A fugue in progress is
rarely recognized. When memory loss triggers intentional travel away from home or aimless wandering, it is
called fugue or a fugue state. Dissociative fugue is a rare disorder that is infrequently reported. He never drank
alcohol or abused any psychoactive substances. Consent Written informed consent was obtained from the
patient for publication of this case report. The goal of therapy is to help integrate the different elements of
identity. Therapy may be intense and difficult as it involves remembering and coping with past traumatic
experiences. Fugue is a rare subtype of dissociative amnesia, and like other dissociative conditions it is
ultimately caused by one or more traumatic experiences. Dissociative symptoms can potentially disrupt every
area of mental functioning. He has been writing about psychology and mental health issues since  It can cause
loss of memories related just to one person, event, or time period, or it can cause loss of recent memories or all
past memories. The disturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of dissociative identity disorder
and is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance e. On September 3, , she went into another
fugue, disappearing from her new job as a teacher's assistant [16] at Crossway Community Montessori in
Kensington, Maryland. Past medical, psychiatric, family and personal histories revealed no significant
findings. He had preceding visual and derealization perceptual disorders. The DES is an effective screening
instrument for dissociative disorders [ 11 , 12 ]. Diagnosis A doctor's evaluation Doctors may suspect
dissociative fugue when people seem confused about their identity or are puzzled about their past or when
confrontations challenge their new identity or absence of one. Neuropsychological characteristics of highly
dissociative healthy individuals. He, however, did not pass either of the two subjects examined. Shorter
Oxford Textbook of Psychiatry. After this he had overwhelming fears and did not know when he left the
room. Handbook of Medical Psychiatry. It is important to keep in mind that although these alternate states
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may feel or appear to be very different, they are all manifestations of a single, whole person. Sometimes
dissociative fugue cannot be diagnosed until people abruptly return to their pre-fugue identity and are
distressed to find themselves in unfamiliar circumstances, sometimes with awareness of "lost time".
Dissociative fugue is caused by a situation that gives the person extreme emotional stress. It became clear that
his memories extended only until the age of  Thomas right before Hurricane Maria. Dissociative Fugue
Symptoms. Despite the horror, AMN showed normal psychological and physical development and throughout
his life showed next to no evidence of psychological illness. Other factors predisposing to dissociative
reactions include neuropsychological cognitive dysfunctions [ 9 ] and genetic factors [ 10 ]. J Trauma
Dissociation.


